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BUSINESS DIRECTORY
THE GLOBE STEAM LAUNDRY, 26-36 Temple Street, PORTLAND

MUSIC HALL
A. P. BIBBER, Manager

The Home of High-Class Vaudeville
Prices, 5 and 10 Cents

Reserved Seats at Night, 1 5 Cents

MOTION PICTURES

STUDIO

CALL AT THE

of

FLAGG

&

PLUMMER

For the most up-to-date work in Photography
OPP08ITE MU8IC HALL

\

FIRST-GLASS WORK
AT

In Box and Tablet Form

Merrill & Bubier's
,-C

Engraving for Commencement
A SPECIALTY

Berry Paper Company

189 Iain Street, Cor. Park

I

BATES
STATIONERY

49 Lisbon Street, LEWISTON

BENJAMIN CLOTHES
Always attract attention among the college
fellows, because they have the snap and
style that other lines do not have
You can buy these clothes for the next
thirty days at a reduction of over
20 per cent

L. E. Flanders & Co.
56 Court St., AUBURN

BUSINESS DIRECTORY

Wright & Ditson
Headquarters
for

Athletic Supplies
Base Hall
Lawn
Tennis
Golf
Basket
Ball
Track and
Field
Sports

College Students
and Athletes who
want the real, sn
perior articles for
the various sports
should insist upon
those bearing the
Wright & Ditson
Trade Mark

The Fisk Teachers' Agency
EVERETT O. FISK & CO.,
Proprietors
Send to any of the following addresses for Agency Manual Free
2 A Park Street, Boston, Mass.
156 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
1505 Pennsylvania Ave., Washington, D. C.
39 Jackson Boulevard, Chicago, 111.
611 Swetland Bldg., Portland, Ore.
816 Central Savings Bank Bldg., Denver, Col.
2142 Shattuck Ave., Berkeley, Cal.
23S Douglas Building, Los Angeles, Cal.
POCKET KNIVES,

SCISSORS and SHEARS

Paints and Oils

Catalogue Free

and all articles usually
kept in a

Wright & Ditson
344 Washington St.
Boston
New York
San Francisco
Chicago
Providence
Cambridge

ALTON L. GRANT

Confectioner
Ice Cream,
Frail and
Soda

RAZORS

HARDWARE STORE

Geo A. Whitney & Co.
235 Main Street, LEWISTON, ME.

Murphy

and CATERER

The Hatter
Sign
Gold Hat

COLLEGE and SCHOOL CAPS
MADE TO ORDER

16 Lisbon Street, LEWISTON

WAKEFIELD BROTHERS

The Store that Satisfies

Apotforartea

Hie Great Department store
ALWAYS SOMETHING NEW

14 I. i.-lion St.

Lewistou, Ale.

LEWISTON

DEFECTIVE EYES

rvi/XIfMEC

Are Responsible for Three
Fourths of all Headaches

Less than one-half of these cases are accompanied by bad vision.
We remove the cause scientifically and ACCURATELY.

UNCONDITIONAL

GUARANTEE

Complicated lenses replaced on short notice from largest stock of
lenses and best equipped shop in Maine. We invite inspection of
our shop and Methods

D. S. THOMPSON OPTICAL CO,
127 LISBON STREET, LEWISTON, ME.

I

BUSINESS DIRECTORY
MELVIN KNIGHT, Agent for the GLOBE STEAM LAUNDRY

H. C. LITTLE & SON, Insurance
AGENCY ESTABLISHED 1857

Insurance of all Kinds Written at Current Rates
165 Main Street
LEWISTON, ME.

TUFTS COLLEGE
DENTAL SCHOOL

TUFTS COLLEGE
MEDICAL SCHOOL

The Luildlng has recently been enlarged and remodelled.
Three years' graded course, covering all
Offers a four years' graded course including
branches of Dentistry. Laboratory and sciall branches of Scientific and Practical Medientific courses are given in connection with
cine. The laboratories are extensive and fully
the Medical School. Clinical facilities unsurequipped.
Clinical instruction is given in
fiassed. 30,000 treatments being made annually
the various hospitals of Boston which afford
facilities only to be, found in a large city.
u the Infirmary.
The diploma of Bates College is accepted in lieu of" entrance examinations, but candidates
for the Medical School must, in addition to the diploma, present satisfactory certificates of
proficiency in Latin and Physics, and niustx>ass an examination in Chemistry.
For information, or a catalog, apply to
FREDERIC M. HRKHiS. M.D., Secretary,
Tufts College Medical and Dental Schools.
4lC HuntlngtOn Avenue, BOSTON, MASS

"HORNE TReFlorist STUDENTS!
Cut Flowers and
Floral Designs
a Specialty

RIGHT PRICES at

J. H. STETSON CO.
65 Lisbon Street, Lewiston, Me.

Also a Large Assortment of
SOUiZENIR POSTCHRDS

Next to Long's Restaurant, Lisbon St., Lewiston

BATES MEN-

YOUR ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
of all kinds can be bought at

The Best at the Same Price

Benjamin's Lunch
107 Main Street, Lewiston, Me.

SEE

GRANT & CO.
|

34 LISBON STREET

HARRY L. PLUMMER

FOR

GOOD

CLOTHES

pboto an&
Brt Stucno

A COMPLETE LINE OF

Trunks, Bags and Suit Cases
FOCC'S LEATHER STORE

Journal
Building

Not merely stylish but durable and reasonable equipment for traveling

LEWISTON, MAINE

CAN BE FOUND AT

G. M. FOGG, 117-123 Main St., Lewiston, Me.

J3he NeW DeWitt
Lewiston, Me.
G. R. PATTER, Proprietor

I
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IRVING E. PENDLETON, D.M.D.
Dentist
.129 Lisbon Street
Osgood Block

LEWISTON. ME.
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MELVIN KNIGHT, Agent for GLOBE STEAM LAUNDRY
OUR BEST ADVERTISEMENTS ARE NOT WRITTEN, THEY ARE WORN
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SHOP invites you to visit our new shop and
inspect our large variety of

''College Chap" Clothes
We offer none but reliable clothes all marked at the very lowest prices

WHITE STORE, Isaacson & Allen, Lisbon St., opp. Music Hall Entrance

UNIVERSITY OF VERMONT
COLLEGE OF MEDICINE
This school is rated in Class A by the Council on Medical Education of the American Medical Association, which is sufficient
guarantee of a satisfactory educational requirement.
It is located in an ideal college city, has a new building with
modern equipment, and large hospital and clinical facilities.
Session opened November i, 1910.
For Bulletin giving full particulars, write to
DR. J. N. JENNE, Secretary, Burlington, Vt.

HARPER & GOOQIN CO.
138 Bates Street
TILEPHONI 217-2

57 Whipplo Street
TELIPHONI

217-3

Coal anil wood

LEWISTON, MAINE
Why the COLLEGE

Do You Know,BOYS have always
LUNCH WAGON? Because they have the best of
everything, home cooked, up-to-date- Sanitary Cart,
Glass Bar.

Main St., next to Great Department Store
Ernest Hodgkins, Barman

FRED H. WHITE
GJatlur attii Draprr
125 Main Street

LEWISTON, ME.

LEWISTON FRUIT MARKET
IS THE PLACE TO BUY YOUR
FRUIT FOR YOUR CLASS RIDES
We have it of all kinds, also the best line of

CANDY and CIGARS
N E. Tel. 103-52

H. L. Tarr, Manager
Call and see us

Lewiston Steam Dye House Go.

No. 193 Main 8treet

PROFESSIONAL CUSTOM TAILORS

JOSEPH LEBLANC & SONS, Props.

SUITS MADE TO ORDER

GOODS CALLED FOR and DELIVERED

Repairing. Cleansing and Pressing

Opposite Empire Theatre
Phone 611-62

Clothing of all descriptions Cleansed, Dyed, Pressed
and Neatly Repaired

D. E. MURPHY

MAX SUPOVITZ & CO.
108 LISBON ST., LEWISTON, ME.
Tel. 637-4

LYNNE H.

DURRELL

Sample Shoe Store

ROOM 29, R. W. HALL

SHOES REPAIRED

AGBNT FOR

PMICII RIGHT

173 Main Street

Lewiiton, Me.

American Steam Laundry

BUSINESS DIRECTORY
THE GLOBE STEAM LAUNDRY, Special Rates to College Students
Our Agent E. H. BRUNQUIST
a6 Parker Hall

A. G. SPALDING & BROS.
OS**

You can get the latest things in

Tailor-Made Suits at Mangan's
CALL AND SEE TJS.

SPALDING
Trade-Mark

CORRECT PRESSING AND TAILORING
At Prices that Suit

Care of Clothes—$1.00 Per Month

119 Lisbon Street
N. E. Phone 679-2

^wrwe*
is known throughout
the world as a

DOINDERO?
IF NOT,

Guarantee of
Quality

169 MAIN STREET

are interested in
A thletio
Sportyou
should have a copy of
the Spalding Catalog.
It's a complete ency-

II YOB

clopedia o/WHAT'S NEW
IN SPORT '""' is sent

free on request.

COME IN—Let's Get Acquainted
Fruit, Confectionery and Cigars

OFFICIAL
EQUIPMENT
FOR ALL
ATHLETIC
SPORTS AND
PASTIMES

MICHAEL* JWA^GflN

DO YOU KNOW

are the Largest
Manufacturers
in the world of

A. G. SPALDING & BROS.
141 Federal Street, BOSTON

Lewiston Monumental Works '•RJE2fHV
Wholesale Dealers and Workers of

"

'

' '

GRANITE and MARBLE;

Near Upper M. C. R. R. Depot
LEWISTON,

IVIE.

Estimates Furnished on Application
Telephone No. 410-24
Between sessions or any time go up to

PINCPONCSTUDIO
SMALL
PICTURES

30 Imm 25 «*
1J5 Lisbon Street

LEWISTON, ME.

H. B.

King & Son

For LUNCH, CANDIES, CIGARS,
and TOBACCO
Two minutes walk from Campus, up
College Street
OPEN EVENINGS

Boston University
Metropolitan Advantages of every kind

W. E. HUNTINGTON, President
College of Liberal Arts, opens sept. .7.
New Building, Enlarged Facilities, Science Laboratories and Gymnasium. Address, The Dean, 688
Boylston Street.

School of Theology, opens sept. 16.

John G. (gburn

Address, The Dean, 72 Mt. Vernon Street.

School of Law. opens Oct. ■.
College Graduates of high rank may take the three
years'course in two years.
Address, The Dean, Ashburton Place.

School of Medicine

opens o«. i.

Address, The Dean, 302 Beacon Street.

Graduate Department,

Sailor

opens Sept. i7.

Address, The Dean, 688 Boylston Street.

Swell College Clothing
at easy price*

BUSINESS DIRECTORY
EVERYTHING IN THE MEDICINE LINE

SMITH'S DRUG STORE
CORNER MAIN AND BATES STREETS. LEW1STON

DR. A. U. BOWMAN
163 MAIN STREET
GOLD CROWN AND BRIDGE WORK

SPECIAL PRICES TO COLLEGE STUDENTS

A SPEOIALTY

ON ALL WORK
NIW ENGLAND TELCPHONI

SORQSIS

She

ftassett Studio
63 LISBON STREET
GROUND FLOOR—No Stairs to Climb

WORK UP TO DATE
PRICES RIGHT

SPECIAL RATES TO STUDENTS

118-59

SHOES
NEW GYM. SHOES
A nice leather shoe with leather or Elkskin
soles for the ladies
A NEW LINE of good quality TENNIS SHOES
either black or white, for the boys
P. S.—A 5 per cent discount to Bates Students
on leather goods at our store. "Ask for it"

Morrell
& Prince
13 LISBON STREET

Leadbetter's Drug Store
145 Lisbon Street, Corner Ash, Lewiston, Me.

UL-RIC DIONNE

Full line of
Catholic Goods

Frames Made
to Order

-DEALER IN-

Stationery, Wall Paper, Room Moulding, Books,
Window Shades, Fishing Tackle, Cutlery,
Pictures and Frames
Odd

FellowB

Block, 188

Lisbon

St.,

LEWISTON,

fN/IE.

Uhe COLLEGE CHAP
Will find this shop has many little surprises in store for him in
the way of smart haberdashery
HATS. CAPS and ATHLETIC OUTFITS
Suits made to order

S. P. ROBIE, Lisbon St., Lewiston

3Ga Sarrtjattt?
James Frank Hill,

14

You reclined at tlie feast, a wreath on your head
And a cup in your hand of the purest gold.
Your jewel-eyes sparkled : your lips, ruby-red.
Were curved in a smile that no bitterness told.

But you drained the goblet, dear heart, too deep:
For happiness can be quaffed but in sips.
By the revel-strewn table you lie asleep,
Life s dregs a stain on your purpled lips.
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"AFFAIRS OF STATE"
GEORGE

H. EMMONS, '13

The town of Bluchen was aroused out of its lethargic inactivity for once in its history. And the cause was the bustle preparatory to welcoming the Prince of Saxe-Hessurg, who was to
pass through in the late afternoon on his way to a convention in
Berlin. Herr Stegmann seemed to be everywhere, overseeing a
group of decorators here, superintending the gang who were putting the finishing touches on the triumphal arch, for was he not
chairman of the reception committee, and it was an almost unheard of thing for the prince of the realm to visit here. People
were gathered together in little cliques in the square, and on the
street corners, excitedly discussing the thought uppermost in their
minds. The prince of the realm was coming.
Far up the main street a buzz of voices was heard. It was
clear that something out of the ordinary had happened. People
could be seen jostling one another and above the confusion a
newsboy's voice was heard shouting, "Extry, extry, Prince Weimand shot by a band of army deserters." Immediately there was
the greatest commotion. Not so much that all their preparations should have come to naught, but their dear, beloved Weimand was dead. It was a terrible blow, indeed. Dinners were
forgotten and people thronged to the cathedral to pray that God
would preserve and counsel them in their hour of distress. The
hours wore on, and it was now three-thirty. The prince was to
have arrived at four. The drummers hired to lead the proces-
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sion to the train changed their music to a dead march, and the
entire population was at the station, presumably to see the car
of state pass through, draped in mourning. Lo and behold, as
the train pulled into the station, there stood the prince and his
aides on the running board of the last car. Mourning was turned
into the greatest exultation. The air was filled with huzzas. So
the Prince was still alive, God save him. Huzza, huzza, huzza.
Then the populace bethought themselves of the decorations
changed to black and white in so short a time. What could have
been the foundation for such a report? The Alletag had always
had the reputation of printing nothing unless backed up by cold
facts. Something must have happened.
But what?
The explanation was simple in the extreme. The Alletag
had just sent a new man to work on a case in Friedreichsen, on
the border. Johann had been the only man available at the time,
and was dispatched post haste, without sufficient instructions.
On his way from the station, he hesitated on the summit of a
rather high hill, whence the road wound in and out through a
wooded valley, and over the brow of the opposite hill. A body
6i cavalry was riding towards him down this hill, and as he
watched, another party opened fire upon the first from a nearby
grove. He started on a run in order to be the first to report the
conflict. He reached a point near enough to recognize the purple
and gold standard of Prince Weimand, and while nervously
observing the contest, he saw the Prince fall. That was sufficient
for Johann. He arrived at the nearest telegraph office in an incredibly short time, and the wire ticked along an amazing combination of dots and dashes in the private code, informing the
world at large of the tragedy.
Had he been less excited what would he have seen? A small,
badly-uniformed company firing upon another such band, all
mounted on half-starved horses. A lot of smoke to cover up the
defects of the faked standards. Two perspiring men in their
shirt sleeves operating a moving picture machine.
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THE COUNCIL OF APIS
IRVING HILL BLAKE, 'II

(Anglo-Egyptian campaign, 1885)
The Eldest Gods lay listening, where lashed the racing sand;
"The earth is full of lust and blood, and horror rules the land,
And the gods to whom men raise
All their psalms and hymns of praise,
Hearing, do not heed, nor help, nor understand."
Then Apis left his cavern and watched the blood and flame—
And Isis and Osiris and Pasht of double name—
And Pabst the Lion-headed
Left the carcass she had shredded—
And Amubis unto the council came.
Then snarled the crouching Amubis and raised his fanged head;
"The younger gods are frail and weak, the land is racked and red.
Let men eat the bread they earned
By our altars over-turned,
And the anguish of our priests who starved and bled."
Then Pabst the Lion-headed shook out her yellow mane;
"I hate the men who darkened us, I bless their woe and pain.
Not for blood of rams they slay,
Not for all they howl and pray,
Shall we dwell within their temple-walls again."
Then Pasht, who Bubastes is called, unto the council spake.
"My sister's word is bitterness her anger slow to slake.
O Pasbt, put by thy wrath,
Look justly on thy path.
Shall we slay the blinded sleepers ere they wake?"
Then rose the queenly Isis, Osiris' lovely bride,
The crescent moon upon her brows, her eyes with pity wide:
"By the blcod of women slain,
By the whitened bones of men,
Spare the hapless folk who suffer for their pride."
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You reclined at tlie feast, a wreath on your head
And a cup in your hand of the purest gold.
Your jewel-eyes sparkled ; your lips, ruby-red,
Were curved in a smile that no bitterness told.

But you drained the goblet, dear heart, too deep:
For happiness can be quaffed but in sips.
By the revel-strewn table you lie asleep,
Life s dregs a stain on your purpled lips.
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GEORGE
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The town of Bluchen was aroused out of its lethargic inactivity for once in its history. And the cause was the bustle preparatory to welcoming the Prince of Saxe-Hessurg, who was to
pass through in the late afternoon on his way to a convention in
Berlin. Herr Stegmann seemed to be everywhere, overseeing a
group of decorators here, superintending the gang who were putting the finishing touches on the triumphal arch, for was he not
chairman of the reception committee, and it was an almost unheard of thing for the prince of the realm to visit here. People
were gathered together in little cliques in the square, and on the
street corners, excitedly discussing the thought uppermost in their
minds. The prince of the realm was coming.
Far up the main street a buzz of voices was heard. It was
clear that something out of the ordinary had happened. People
could be seen jostling one another and above the confusion a
newsboy's voice was heard shouting, "Extry, extry, Prince Weimand shot by a band of army deserters." Immediately there was
the greatest commotion. Not so much that all their preparations should have come to naught, but their dear, beloved Weimand was dead. It was a terrible blow, indeed. Dinners were
forgotten and people thronged to the cathedral to pray that God
would preserve and counsel them in their hour of distress. The
hours wore on, and it was now three-thirty. The prince was to
have arrived at four. The drummers hired to lead the proces-
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sion to the train changed their music to a dead march, and the
entire population was at the station, presumably to see the car
of state pass through, draped in mourning. Lo and behold, as
the train pulled into the station, there stood the prince and his
aides on the running board of the last car. Mourning was turned
into the greatest exultation. The air was filled with huzzas. So
the Prince was still alive, God save him. Huzza, huzza, huzza.
Then the populace bethought themselves of the decorations
changed to black and white in so short a time. What could have
been the foundation for such a report? The Alletag had always
had the reputation of printing nothing unless backed up by cold
facts. Something must have happened.
But what?
The explanation was simple in the extreme. The Alletag
had just sent a new man to work on a case in Friedreichsen, on
the border. Johann had been the only man available at the time,
and was dispatched post haste, without sufficient instructions.
On his way from the station, he hesitated on the summit of a
rather high hill, whence the road wound in and out through a
wooded valley, and over the brow of the opposite hill. A body
of cavalry was riding towards him down this hill, and as he
watched, another party opened fire upon the first from a nearby
grove. He started on a run in order to be the first to report the
conflict. He reached a point near enough to recognize the purple
and gold standard of Prince Weimand, and while nervously
observing the contest, he saw the Prince fall. That was sufficient
for Johann. He arrived at the nearest telegraph office in an incredibly short time, and the wire ticked along an amazing combination of dots and dashes in the private code, informing the
world at large of the tragedy.
Had he been less excited what would he have seen? A small,
badly-uniformed company firing upon another such band, all
mounted on half-starved horses. A lot of smoke to cover up the
defects of the faked standards. Two perspiring men in their
shirt sleeves operating a moving picture machine.
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THE COUNCIL OF APIS
IRVING HILL BLAKE, 'II

(Anglo-Egyptian campaign, 1885)
The Eldest Gods lay listening, where lashed the racing sand;
"The earth is full of lust and blood, and horror rules the land,
And the gods to whom men raise
All their psalms and hymns of praise,
Hearing, do not heed, nor help, nor understand."
Then Apis left his cavern and watched the blood and flame—
And Isis and Osiris and Pasht of double name—
And Pabst the Lion-headed
Left the carcass she had shredded—
And Amubis unto the council came.
Then snarled the crouching Amubis and raised his fanged head;
"The younger gods are frail and weak, the land is racked and red.
Let men eat the bread they earned
By our altars over-turned,
And the anguish of our priests who starved and bled."
Then Pabst the Lion-headed shook out her yellow mane;
"I hate the men who darkened us, I bless their woe and pain.
Not fcr blood of rams they slay,
Not for all they howl and pray,
Shall we dwell within their temple-walls again."
Then Pasht, who Bubastes is called, unto the council spake.
"My sister's word is bitterness her anger slow to slake.
O Pasbt, put by thy wrath,
Look justly on thy path.
Shall we slay the blinded sleepers ere they wake ?"
Then rose the queenly Isis, Osiris' lovely bride,
The crescent moon upon her brows, her eyes with pity wide:
"By the blcod of women slain,
By the whitened bones of men,
Spare the hapless folk who suffer for their pride."
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And mighty stood Osiris and he swept them blazing-eyed;
"Shall the word of truth be slighted, or the Queen of Heaven
denied ?
Not by petty clamor quelled,
Not by weakest hands upheld,
Is the cause on which Osiris takes his side."
Then wearily rose Apis, and he shook his horned crest;
"Be quiet, ye my children, and hush your fierce unrest.
Ye are careless who ye are;
Shall it be in hate and war,
That the Gods decide what unto men is best?
"The men who scorned our worship, they are dead and rotted
dust.
' Bare-bosomed on the shearing steel their helpless seed are
thrust.
Cut down by pest and sword,
And the heathen Pharoah's word,
They are food for prideful War and vulture Lust.
"Ye have seen the pallid strangers, their reeking guns of pride.
Their swarming hosts, and steel-grey prows cutting the Sihor's
tide
By the Moslem over-thrown,
Shall we come into our own,
And within the land of Egypt still abide.
"Not by ponderous, pyloned temple, incense cloud, or parting veil,
Shall the Gods of Egypt conquer and o'er younger gods prevail;
Not in jarring, jangled creed,
But in human love and need,
And the heavy-shouldered toil that doth not fail.
"Now rise ye up, my children, and break your age-long rest,
Ye Workers in the Darkness, go forth to East and West.
From the Sihor's tangled mouth,
To Syene of the South,
Go ye out to Egypt's aid, for this is best.
"Not for any good ye do men, shall your worship fill the land,
Tho ye dry the tears of anguish and sheathe the steaming brand,
For the younger gods shall take
Praise for all ye do or make,
But—the Elder Gods shall know, and understand."
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FASHION: ITS EFFECT ON WOMAN
'13
It was once said (it was a man who made the remark) that
woman's brain is far inferior to man's and that woman never
accomplishes anything- that survives the censure of the ages.
After having investigated this question rather thoroughly, I have
reached the conclusion that the man was right in just half that he
said; woman does not accomplish much of lasting value. But his
other assertion, that woman's brain is far inferior to man's, is
wrong. There is the most convincing proof that in general
woman's brain is superior to man's. When you think of the
mental strain that fashion has put upon woman's brain since
earliest recorded time, it is a wonder that the feminine brain has
survived at all—in fact, cases have been known where fashion
had gained the upper hand over the brain, without a question of
doubt.
When Eve began to invent her first gowns it was probably a
pastime and pleasure. She could use variety and simplicity and
all that goes to make good style. But imagine the complications
that rose when her daughters and her daughters-in-law from the
land of Nod began to take interest in style; when the girls from
Nod arrayed themselves more bewitchingly than did the daughters of Eve and there was trouble in the family because the sons
of Eve neglected their sisters. That was when fashion lost its
pleasurable qualities and became a mental distress. It has held
its power through all the ages; it is a mental distress today, and
there are those who claim that woman's style is a distress, not to
woman alone, but also to man.
You see how the pursuit of fashion lost its peaceful delights
and became a source of great trouble, how in the natural course
of events as the years passed the trouble increased. Fashion
has now made itself so prevalent in the mind of woman that she
cannot abandon or forget it. My friends taught me this fact
some years ago. I had read somewhere that geniuses were
usually rather careless in dress and lacking in style. For some
reason, I desired above all things to be a genius. I thought that
perhaps this plan would work backwards—that being careless of
GRACE JARVIS CONNER,
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my appearance would make me a genius, just as being a genius
resulted in slackness. So I overlooked buttons and hooks that
needed attention, I forgot my tie, and neglected my hair-ribbons
—I was still in hair-ribbons—and if there is any truth in the
theory I was fast becoming a genius when my mother and my
aunt interfered. They did not understand and I could not seem
to explain. They considered it more important that I should
give my thought to my appearance than that I should devote all
my time to accomplishing something great and wonderful. So I
abandoned the cherished hope of becoming a genius and gave
myself up to the relentless power of fashion which demands that
girls shall wear fresh ribbons and neat shoes and be particular
about a hundred other little things.
Woman cannot, of course be expected to produce masterpieces of literature, music, and art, when style demands so much
of her time and thought. Man has recognized this injury to
woman's brain and has encouraged her in it, by pretending that
he admired her the more for her choice of complicated gowns
and high-heeled shoes. He endures none of the awful strain
which style necessitates. His wife, of course, picks out his necktie that it may harmonize with her hat when she walks with him;
his suits are always much the same, surely, except in quality and
it is his wife who looks after that; and all that remains of vital
importance is his collar, whether it shall be four inches high or
only two, and a common sense of comfort ought to decide that
for him without overtaxing his brain. His shoes are bound to
look big anyway, so it is no use to spend time and thought over
them. But how different it is with woman! She must look to
her gowns, the color, the make, and the set of them; her hats,
their shape and bigness. She must make her shoes a matter of
the greatest importance, and be most minute and particular in
the choice of her gloves. Her hatpins need careful consideration, too, for they must be lengthy and come to a good point.
Think of the effort involved in finding hats to match gowns,
shoes and gloves that will look small and yet not be too painful,
hatpins that are long enough to fulfill their duty and yet not so
long as to spear car conductors or mar the countenances of passers-by !
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From those first far away years when Eve and her daughtersin-law first quarrelled over simplicity and complexity of style,
fashion has continued to grow more powerful, exacting for itself
from woman the best thoughts she had, taking from her for
itself all the expression of her artistic temperament, hindering
her with hobble skirts and weighing her down with hats like
hanging-gardens until she is at a tremendous disadvantage in
the race with man.
So woman never does accomplish anything of lasting value.
Next to getting the meals for man, her most important task is to
make herself look pretty for him, and these two occupations take
all her time. Considering these duties, it seems rather mean of
man to reproach her for the result of her work.
But what about her brains? Woman has endured this
mental strain of style for tens of thousands of years and remains
a rational being. Could man have endured it. Would his brain
have survived? No; for woman is not far behind man, hampered as she is, and released from the fetters that bind her, she
would far outstrip him. If conditions had been changed and
man had borne the yoke of fashion, his mind would have broken
beneath the burden, and woman would rule the world alone!

The enrollment of students for the year 1910-1911 in our
largest American Universities is as follows -.Columbia University,
7,563; Chicago University, 6,007; Valparaizo University, 5,436;
University of Michigan, 5,383; University of Minnesota, 5,369;
University of Pennsylvania, 5,343; Harvard University, 4,046.
Princeton—The scholastic standing of 'Varsity athletes is
practically the same as that of the whole undergraduate body.
Obcrlin—Mathematics, as a freshman requirement, has been
dropped. Greek, or Latin, may be substituted.
Cornell—There are twenty-five Chinese students enrolled.
Columbia—Arrangements have been made with the University of Paris for the exchange of professors.
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BEHIND THE RANGES
ALTON ROSS HODGKIXS, 'II

Dark they rise, forbidding, vast.
Chasm-grooved, untrod, a wall
Brown-black against the heaven's blueMounts of Sujar, yet unpassed.
Range of Sujar, men have said
God-placed, barriers, to keep
Sane-bound thoughts, a mind at rest—
Cross not Sujar, or be dead!
What this whisper in my dream,
Pride-stirred, harrying, that cries:
"Law-held, rise! and seek the goal,—
Over Sujar, look! a gleam!"
"Men will scorn thee, women mock,
Dream-fool," pipeth, now astir.
World-claims, "Duty points thee back:
Flee from Sujar, tend thy flock."
Shines the sun along the peaks,—
Morn-gleam on an unknown world.—
Witch-talk, charming to the search.
That of Sujar calling, speaks.
When was prize, unsought-for, won,
Weak-soul, grovelling, afraid?
Dream-girt, push to climb the heightsLands of Sujar, hail! I come.
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It has been said, jestingly, that the best thing
Bates-Bowdoin between England and France is the English
Channel. In like manner, but with an entirely different emphasis, may it be said that the best thing
between Bowdoin and Bates is the Maine Central Railroad,
which brings them into closer communication with each other.
Every thoughtful man welcomes such events as the joint
concert given recently by the combined musical clubs of the two
colleges, as an indication that an era of good feeling between
them has begun, which we believe has grown out of square
dealing and fair play on both sides in all the relations of the
neighbor institutions. Long may it continue!

Altho we are sorry to lose from the STUDENT
"Student"'staff staff Mn Bonney> 'J3, who has been obliged
to give up his work for the college magazine
on account of over work, we are glad to welcome in his place
Blvnn E. Davis, '13, who begins his duties with this issue.

-
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On the evening of Wednesday, May 24, Rev.
Raymond Calkins, D.D.. pastor of the State
Street Congregational Church of Portland,
delivered a stirring address in the chapel under the auspices of
the Christian Associations of the college. He emphasized the
two great appeals which urge a man to become a Christian; first,
man's need of God; and, second. God's need of man. The
speaker pictured the latter appeal as stronger and more potent
to-day than ever before. He mentioned many men from the
time of Abraham and -Moses, and Peter and James and John,
down to the present who had been called of God because He
needed them, and then spoke of some of the great men of the
world's history who have not been Christians because they did
not understand the great truth, that God needs men. Dr. Calkins closed with an inspiring appeal to sacrifice and self-denial
and service on the part of all college men and women as a response to the fact of God's need of them.
Dr. Calkins is remembered as the speaker who gave a very
inspiring talk to the Bates students a year ago on the occasion of
the Day of Prayer. He is the author of "Substitutes for the
Dr. Calkins'
Address

Saloon."

.

The annual May Party of the Girls' Athletic
May Party
Association took place May 20. The faculty
ladies and many guests were gathered on the
smooth slope of Mt. David, expectantly awaiting the royal procession. Through an aisle formed by twenty-four girls in white
carrying pink scarfs, came the four flower girls, strewing the
pathway with flowers. Then came the maid of honor and the
crown-bearer followed by the queen, Miss Agnes Dwyer, and her
two train-bearers. Her Majesty, Queen of the May, wore a
long, flowing robe of white, decked with silver stars. At the
flower-banked throne on the mountain-side, the queen was
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crowned by Miss Carter. After the coronation, a graceful May
dance, '"Voices of the Woods," was given by twenty-four girls
in costume. The dance was followed by the winding of the May
pole after which all the girls joined in a merry dance around the
pole. The members of the Association then adjourned to Fiske
Reception Room where refreshments were served and the following officers of the association for the coming year were
elected: President, Miss Xoyes, '12; Vice-President, Miss
Macomber, '13; Secretary, Miss Fowler, '14; Treasurer, the
Physical Instructor; Assistant Treasurer, Miss Robinson, '12;
Executive Committee, Misses Redman, '12, Ballard, '13, Garcelon, '14; Baseball Manager, Miss Xeal, '12; Tennis Manager,
Miss Smith, '12; Basketball Manager, Miss Howard, '12; Hockey
Manager, Miss Dunlap. 12.
Those who took part in the May party are as follows:
Queen, Miss Agnes Dwyer, '11; maid of honor, Miss Belle
Twombley, '12; flower girls. Misses Libby, Chase, Morey,
Blethen; pages, Misses Sturtevant and Sylvester, all of the
Freshman Class; crown bearer, Miss Rachel Knapp, the little
daughter of Professor Knapp; dancers, Misses Davis, Alley,
Bridgham, Hodgdon, YVyman, Meserve, Rounds. Macomber,
Rollins, Mary Smith, Atto, Cameron, Holmes, Folsom, Day, Hall,
Angie Smith, Pingree, Purinton, Astle, Mills, Sweetser and Robinson.
'
Bates College
The second annual debate with the College
vs.
of the City of Xew York, held at New York.
City of New York April 2g< I9II) on the question Resolved:
That reciprocity with Canada as provided in the agreement
recently adopted by the joint commission at Washington would
be economically advantageous to the United States, was
won by Bates, in a very close contest. The brilliant work of
the New York men when they debated in Lewiston last year
made us realize that the Bates team would have no easy task to"
wrest a victory from a New York team this year, which proved
indeed to be the case.
The New York team supporting the affirmative side of the
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question consisted of: Richard Stern, 'n, Jesse Schwartz, '12,
and Jesse Perlman, '12. Edgar J. Drachman, '12, acted as alternate.
The Bates team supporting the negative consisted of: Pierce,
'11, Stordahl, '11 and W. Davis, '12. Turner, '12, who was a
principal for the Clark debate on the same question, went as
alternate.
The Bates team was excellently prepared and had a strong
destructive case to present. In the main debate Bates men
apparently excelled. Their case was more easily followed and
the form shown was better. New York sprung a surprise in the
plan of the case which she presented. Her team considered the
agreement schedule article by article. The first speaker in considering schedules A and D of the Reciprocity Agreement
showed that each tariff provision in these schedules would result
in benefit to the United States. Xew York's argument tended
to center around the more important articles affected and in this
way really met the essential issues considered in Bates' case.
Bates considered the effect of the whole treaty on the cost of
living, on conservation, on commerce, and on American industries.
The case for Bates was essentially the same as that in the
Clark debate. Mr. Davis laid more stress on the absorption of
profit by the middle man which would prevent any gain to the
consumer from the lowering of prices in imports, and showed
the importance of the factor of distribution, which was disregarded by the affirmative.
Mr. Stordahl argued that the proposed agreement would not
aid in the conservation of our natural resources and would not
improve our trade relations with Canada.
Mr. Pierce showed the resulting injury to the farmers and
ended with a strong plea that this blow to agriculture would
have serious consequences in America. Pierce declared that
already industry and commerce had been developed at the
expense of agriculture, as the movement to the cities showed.
On the main case, Bates not only displayed better form, but
also had the advantage of more closely arranged case. Her presentation was masterly and made an excellent impression.
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The New York men were brilliant speakers, but were a little
inclined to be declamatory at times. In rebuttal, however, New
York proved to be superior to Bates and showed considerable
mastery of extemporaneous speaking. Bates defended her case
with vigor and her rebuttal speeches were units, each one dealing with a few important related arguments. The New York
men were inclined to pick up small points, this making their
rebuttal a little scrappy.
The debate was on the whole very closely contended.
After fifteen minutes the judges returned a divided decision in
favor of Bates. The judges were Townsend Scudder, Justice of
the Supreme Court of the State of New, Professor George
Chase, Dean of the New York Law School, and Mr. Don C.
Seitz, Business Manager of the New York World. Acting President Werner of C. C. X. Y. presided. Many Hates alumni were
among the audience. The college orchestra furnished music for
the evening.
This victory is the twentieth for Bates in a total of twentyfour regular intercollegiate debates, beside five Sophomore
debates of which four were victories.

Society Elections

The following officers have been elected by
.
..„
...
the different societies:
POLYMNIAN

President—Clair E. Turner, '12
Yice-President—Walter P. Deering, "13.
Secretary—Geneva W. Sturtevant, '14.
Assistant Secretary—Rena E. Fowler, '14.
Treasurer—Enoch H. Adams, '13.
Executive Committee—Harry W. Rowe, '12; Jeanie S. Graham, '13, Donald B. Partridge, '14.
Music Committee—Albert E Jennings, Jr., '12; Ruth T.
Humiston, '12.
Decorating Committee—Donna L. Yeaton, '12.
Membership Committee—C. H. Brown, '12.

mmmmm
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PlAERIAN

President—Harry H. Lowry, .'12.
Vice-President—Lewis J. White, '13.
Secretary—Hazel E. Woodward, '14.
Assistant Secretary—Elsie E. Judkins, '14.
Treasurer—Arthur Schubert, '14.
Executive Committee—Clarence. I. Chatto, '12; Walter R.
Fletcher, '13; Shirley Smalley, '14.
Music Committee—Ada R. Rounds, '12; Yerna Blake, '13;
Carrie M. Freese, '14.
Decorating; Committee—Helen K. Meserve, '12.
EUROSOPHIAN
President—Clinton H. Bonney, '12.
Yice-President—Joseph D. Vaughan, '13.
Secretary—Ruth M. Morey, '14
Assistant Secretary—Flora M. Lougee, '14.
Treasurer—Ralph V. Morgridge, '14.
Executive Committee—Albert \Y. Buck, '12; Hubert P.
Davis, '12; Beatrice L. Jones, '13; Mary E. Huckins, "13.
Music Committee—Edward H. Fuller, '12: Nellie D. Lougee, '13; Flora M. Lougee, '14.
Decorating Committee—M. Ruth Sweetser.
Eurosophia plans to have five members on her Executive
Committee next year, the fifth member to be chosen from the
Class of 1915.

Bates-Bowdoin '^ie Musical Clubs of Bates and Bowdoin
Musical
gave a highly appreciated and very creditClubs Concert able joint concert at the City Hall, Lewiston,
Tuesday evening, May 16. The stage was prettily decorated
with Bates and with Bowdoin banners, and an enthusiastic audience greeted the clubs and called for many encores. The soloists of both clubs were particularly well received. The entire
program was of very high order. We trust that this may be but
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the first in a long series of similar events in which Bates and
Bowdoin shall work together. The following program was
presented:
PART I
Pierce, '96
1 Bowdoin Beata
Anon
Phi Chi
Bowdoin Glee and Mandolin Clubs
Odell
2 The Meteor
Bates Mandolin Club
Filke
3 Spring Waltz Song
Bowdoin Glee Club
4 Vocal Solo—Selected
Mr. Bassett, Bates
E. Mezzacapo
5 Mandolin Solo "Mignardises"
Mr. Brunner, Bates
Ingle
6 Wot Cher
Bowdoin Glee Club
PART II.
Davis-Blake
1 Alma Mater
Bates Glee and Mandolin Clubs
Morse
2 The Red Ear
Bowdoin Mandolin Club
Culbertson
3 Yachting Glee
Dates Glee Club
4 Cornet Solo—Selected
Mr. Newell, Bowdoin
5 Reading—Selected
Mr. Welch, Bowdoin
6 Quartette—Selected
Messrs. Kierstead, Davis, Remmert, Morrison
7 Finale—Stein Song
Hovex
Bates-Bowdoin
Bates
In Hue with the great prohibition movement
Prohibition
which is spreading throughout the State,
League
Bates recently organized a Prohibition
League, the object of which is to support the Prohibitory Amendment which will be resubmitted to the vote of the people at the
fall elections. The only condition for membership to the League
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is a pledge to support its purpose in whatever way possible. The
organization was started as a result of the visit of Elon G. Borton, National Travelling Secretary of Intercollegiate Prohibition,
who spoke to the students May 8, and who has been making a
tour of the Maine colleges in the interests of prohibition. The
officers of the League are: Robertson, 'n, President; Rowe, '12,
Vice-President; Andrews, '11, Secretary; Nevers, '12, Treasurer;
Executive Committee, Officers, J. M. Carroll, Jewett, '13, and
Packard, '14.
A study of the economic phases of prohibition has been
started by the League under the direction of Mr. J. M. Carroll,
and plans are being made for the summer campaign.

Prom the eighteen honor students of the
r. •
<-M
.1
r n
• ,
1
Speakers
Senior Class the following eight have been
chosen to deliver their parts at Commencement: Sidney H. Cox, Ralph P. Dow, Ambrose J. Nichols, Warren N. Watson, Una E. Brann, Edna 15. Chase, Susan E. Hayes,
Gulie A. Wyman.
Commencement

The Y. W. C. A. at Bates held an enthusiastic Silver Bay rally May 12, at which deleRally
gates from Mt. Holyoke, University of
Maine, Colby and Hebron Academy were present. Silver Bay is
on Lake George, N. Y., where all the colleges and preparatory
schools send delegates every year to the National Y. W. C. A.
Conference. At six o'clock, Friday evening, the Silver Bay banquet was held in the Rand Hall dining-room. Over 160 attended,
including the Bates girls, faculty ladies and delegates. Miss
Marion Manter was toast-mistress and the toasts offered were as
follows: "The Girls We Meet at Silver Bay," Miss Laura Day
of Colby; "The Association Girls," Miss Elsie Lowe of Bates;
"What Silver Bay Means to the Preparatory School Girl," Miss
Florence Libby of Hebron Academy; "College Day at Silver
Bay," Miss Grace Parsons of Bates; "Beauties of Silver Bay,"
Miss Anetta Wells of the University of Maine; "What Silver
Bay Means to the Life of a College Girl," Miss Carolyn Sewall,
'10, of Mt. Holyoke; "A College Girl's Memories," Miss Donna
Yeaton of Bates. After the banquet, a reception was given to
Silver Bay
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the delegates in the Fiske reception room, which the girls had
decorated with the banners of all the colleges represented. Music
was furnished by the Girls' Mandolin Club and by Miss Marion
Lord and Helen Downes. The success of the rally is due largely
to Miss Florence Rideout, president of the Bates Y. W C. A., to
Miss Josephine Stearns, chairman of the Intercollegiate Committee, and Miss Bessie Atto, chairman of the Social Committee.
Much interest was aroused for the coming conference, June 2030, and it is expected that a large delegation from all the Maine
colleges will attend.
Since the appearance in the last STUDENT of
Song Book
the notice in regard to the publication of
"Alma Mater," we have received a communication saying that the College Club will publish some time in June
a collection of the songs which have been written and arranged
at various times for the banquets in Boston by Richard P. Stanley, '97, whom all Bates men know as the author of the words
and music of our familiar "Hurrah! Bates," and "Bates Victory!" The collection will include three football songs and three
of more serious nature, together with "Integer Yitae," the ever
favorite student song. Our correspondent says. "C. W. Thompson & Co., who published the new 'Alma Mater,' which, by the
way, is very much liked up here, will do the printing."
We feel certain that every Iiates student and alumnus will be
greatly interested in this new book. The price will probably be
forty cents.
The team representing the Massachusetts
wrjcuiturai College was successful in defeatDebate
ing the Bates College Sophomores in their
second annual debate, which was held in the Main Street Free
Baptist Church, Friday evening, May 19, 1911 ; on the question:
Resolved, That the Federal Government should levy a graduated income tax. The M. A. C. team, consisting of J. Dudley
French, '13, Theodore J. Moreau, '12, and Irvin C. Gilgore, *n,
upheld the affirmative, while Lewis J. White, Joseph D. Yaughan,
and Gordon L. Cave, defended the negative for Bates, '13.
The program for the evening was opened with music by the
college orchestra. Rev. A. T. Salley, D.D., the presiding officer,
then introduced Rev. L. H. Hallock, who offered prayer, followed by a response from the orchestra.
Bates-M. A. C.

^m
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Hon. Oliver G. Hall, formerly judge of the Kennebec County
Superior Court, Augusta, chairman of the committee of judges,
characterized the debate as a display of exceptional ability shown
both in preparation and in presentation.
The timekeeper for the debate was John L. Reade, Esq. The
judges were Hon. Oliver G. Hall of Augusta, Hon. Augustus F.
Moulton of Portland, and Hon. James S. Wright of South Paris.
Bates has had, so far, a series of five Sophomore debates, in
which this is the first defeat, University of Maine Sophomores
having lost to Bates Sophomores three times and M. A. C. once.
Classical
Teachers' Meet
at .Bates
26 and 27, 1911.
The following

The fifth annual meeting of the Maine Section of the Classical Association of New
England was held at Libbey Forum, on May

is the program:
Friday Afternoon
3.15—Words of welcome, Prof. Lyman G. Jordan, '70, of
Bates College.
3.30—Report of the Sixth Annual Meeting of the Classical
Association of New England, Prof. Fred A. Knapp, '06, of Bates
College.
4.00—Reasons for the Present Attitude Towards the Classics, Miss Florence E. Osborne, '01, of Lewiston High School.
4.45—Roman Coins as Political Pamphlets, Prof. George D.
Chase of U. of M.
5.30—Business meeting.
6.30—Dinner at Cheney House.
8.00—Universal peace in Virgil and Dante, Prof. K. C. M.
Sills of Bowdoin College.
Saturday Morning
9.30—The Need of a Classical Renaissance, Principal Louis
B. Woodward, '09, of the Richmond High School.
10.15—Readings from Lucian, Prof. Frank E. Woodruff of
Bowdoin College.
11.00—A Greek Gulliver; The "Veracious Narrative" of
Lucian, Prof. Geo. M. Chase, '93, of Bates College.
11.45—Business meeting with election of officers.
This convention is of particular interest to Bates because of
the number of alumni having a part in the program. Five different classes were represented.
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The 17th annual championship contest of the
M j A
A
wag hdd Qn
Alumni
Fie]d>

TM00t

Waterville, May 13. Bates won second place
last year, and lost first place this year to U. of M. by only twopoints. The final score was Maine 41, Bates 39, Colby 30, and
Bowdoin 16. Gove, of Bates, broke the M. I. A. A. record for
the shot-put, and Holden for the quarter-mile run. The following gives the results in detail.
FINALS

One-Mile Run—Houghton, Maine, first; Emery, Bowdoin,
second; Towner, Maine, third. Time—4 minutes 39 1-5 seconds.
^
440-Yard Dash—Holden, Bates, first; Walker, Maine, second; Bowen, Colby, third. Time—51 3-5 seconds.
100-Yard Dash—Nardini, Colby, first; Deering, Maine, second; McKenney, Bowdoin, third. Time—10 1-5 seconds.
120-Yard Hurdles—Blanchard, Bates, first; Smith, Maine, second; Woodman, Bates, third. Time—15 3-5 seconds.
Half-Mile Run—Cates, Colby, first; Holden, Bates, second;
E. Wilson, Bowdoin, third. Time—2 minutes 3 4-5 seconds.
Running High Jump—Herrick, Colby, first; Kempton, Bates,
second; Greene, Bowdoin, third. Distance—5 feet 5 inches.
Throwing 16-Pound Hammer—Hastings, Bowdoin, first;
Smith, Maine, second; Welch, Colby, third. Distance—118.95
feet.
Two-Mile Run—Power, Maine first; Whitney, Maine, second; H. H. Han, Bowdoin, third. Time—11 minutes, 11 1-5
seconds.
220-Yard Dash—Nardini, Colby, first; Duvey, Bates, second;
Shrumpf, Maine, third. Time—23 1-5 seconds.
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220-Yard Hurdles—Blanchard, Bates, first; Smith, Maine,
second; Phillips, Maine, third. Time—26 2-5 seconds.
Broad Jump— Nardini, Colby, first; McFarland, Bowdoin,
second; Holden, Bates, third. Distance—20.15 feet.
Discus—Gove, Bates, first; Shepard, Maine, second; Stevens,
Bowdoin, third. Distance—120.54 feet.
Shot Put—Shepard, Maine, first; Gove, Bates, second; Shepard, Bates, third. Distance—39.40 feet.
Pole Vault—Rogers, Maine, first: Herrick, Colby, second;
Johnson, Bates, third. Distance—11.20 feet.
Total points—Maine, 41; Bates, 39; Colby, 30; Bowdoin, 16.

Athletic Rally ()nc Gf the largest and most enthusiastic
rallies in the history of the college, was held Thursday evening,
May 4, in the old gymnasium. The Rally was in preparation for
the Maine Intercollegiate Track Meet and the series of championship baseball games. It was in charge of the student council
and the track department, but several of the speakers were
alumni. W. F. Garcelon, Bates, '90, graduate director of athletics-at Harvard, was toastmaster. Other speakers were Carroll
F. Beedy, '02. of Portland; Mayor Morey, '85, of Lewiston;
Track Coach Edward O'Connor; Harold B. Stanton; Prof. \Y.
H. Hartshorn; O. B. Clason, '77, of Gardiner; Football Captain
Cole, '12; and Track Captain Blanchard, '12. Music was furnished by the college band, and the cheering was led by James
Carroll, '11. Refreshments were served after the speaking.
Mr. Garcelon was an excellent presiding officer, and by his
humorous stories and witty-remarks, put his audience at once in
good humor. In his opening remarks, he spoke of the trend
toward absolutely clean athletics, and said that at present the
theory is that a team from another college should be treated just
the same as one would treat a friend visiting his home. In speaking of the college, he expressed the hope that it would not be
long before Bates has a new gymnasium, now that a new science
building is assured. In closing, he gave these three rules for
life, in college or outside: "Work with and for those around you
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—team play; do something to help somebody else; be cheerful
throughout." He paid a high tribute to Coach O'Connor, and to
the athletes of Bates.
Mr. Harold B. Stanton, instructor in French, a graduate of
Dartmouth and a Dartmouth ex-athlete, spoke of the importance
of student co-operation, and declared that the students could help
best by proportioning their time between studies and athletics.
Capt. Cole, of the football team, said that he voiced the sentiment of the coaches when he said that the prospects are excellent
for a winning team next fall. He paid tribute to ex-Capt. Lovely
and Waldo Andrews who graduate in June.
(). B. Clasrn, '77, of Gardiner, was introduced and spoke of
the value of enthusiasm.
Trof. YY. H. Hartshorn spoke of the evils of intercollegiate
athletics, but said that the good derived from them far outweighs
the evils. He said that he hoped that the time is approaching
when more interest will be taken in inter-class athletics, when
practically every man will be engaged in some form of athletic
activity, although not necessarily in a professional manner.
Coach O'Connor and Capt. Blanchard spoke of the condition
of the track team, and of the prospects for Bates in the Maine
Meet at Waterville.
Mayor Morey was warmly welcomed by the audience when
he was called upon to speak. He spoke of the value of athletics
in the life of the college, and then spoke of the great benefit
derived from being obliged to work one's way through college.
He said that he believes that the man who has to depend upon
himself to get through college, will, in the course cf ten or fifteen
years, forge ahead of the man who has someone to lean upon.
Carroll L. Iieedy, Bates, '02, gave some advice which
appealed to the students. His subject was "Loyalty." He
spoke of the debt that the present body owes to the strong and
self-sacrificing men who have gone before from the institution,
and declared it the duty of every student to do something definite
to improve the college, to make it bigger and broader. He said
that Bates stands for good, clean, and wholesome men and
women. "The world is no place for knockers," he said. "It
wants those who see things, but who keep quiet and then go out
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to improve things. Don't knock. Cultivate the habit of thinking victory. It's that form of thought that goes across the
gridiron to the football player, clown the track with the runner,
and out over the diamond, and which results in victory."

Bates sent a squad of her best athletes to
* ^eef' ' SPrin£fiek1' Mass-» Saturday, May 20, and
qualified six men for the finals. This is the
first time that this college has participated in the New England
Intercollegiate Athletic Association Meet, and we may well feel
proud of the record made by our men. The entire meet was sensational, seven of the association records being broken. Holden,
Bates, '13, won first place in the half-mile run, and broke the
record. Capt. Blanchard, '12, took second place in the 120-yard
hurdles, and fourth place in the 220-yard hurdles, while Gove, '13,
took fourth place in the shot-put and throwing the discus. This
gave Bates 11 points, and tied her with Amherst for the sixth
place. In this meet, Gove met his opponent, Shepherd, of U. of
M., and proved the better man. The results of this meet ought
to make Bates feel proud of her athletes, for the very creditable
showing they made.
N

A

The baseball team has made a good showing
Baseball
thus far. At Cambridge, May 2, Bates lost to
Harvard, with a score of 12 to 1. Stinson
pitched a good game, but the fielding on both sides was generally
poor. The game was hopelessly lost to Bates in the eighth inning
when Harvard made eight runs.
The summary:
HARVARD

Rogers, rf
De Sha, ss
Potter, 2b
McLaughlin, If

AB

R

BH

5
3
5
3

2
2
2
o

3
o
1
o

I'O

A

E

o
o
4
2

0
3
2
o

o
o
o
o

X
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Wigglesworth, If.. . i
I
I
o
Clifford, cf
3
i
i
5
Hann, ib
2
1
o
10
Winston, ib
1
o
1
o
Gibson,. 3b
3021
Coon, 3b
2
1
1
o
Reeves, c
4
1
1
5
Ohler, p
4
1
1
o
Totals

36

\2

201
o
2
o
o
1
o
2
6

o
o
o
1
1
o
o
1

12

27

16

3

BATES

Mayo, cf
Danahy, rf
Damon, ib
Griffin, c
Linehan, If
Regan, 2b
Coady, 3b
Keaney, ss
Stinson, p

AB

R

BH

PO

A

E

3
3
4
4
2
4
4
3
3

o
o
o
o
1
o
o
o
o

1
1
o
1
o
1
o
1
o

o
1
11
9
o
2
0
o
1

o
o
1
o
o
2
1
o
9

1
o
o
o
1
1
1
1
o

Totals
30
1
5
24
13
5
Harvard
4 o o o o 00 8 x—12
Bates
o o o o o o o o 1— 1
Two-base hit—Coon. Three-base hit—Clifford.
Sacrifice
hits—De Sha, Clifford (2), Hann, Danahy. Stolen bases—Rogers, De Sha, Hann, Reeves, Ohler, Mayo, Danahy, Griffin, Linehan, Regan (2). Double play—De Sha, Potter and Hann. Left
on bases—Harvard, 10; Bates, 6. First base on balls—Off
Ohler, 3; off Stinson, 3. First base on errors—Harvard, 3.
Struck out—By Ohler, 3; by Stinson, 8. Passed ball—Griffin.
Time—2 hours. Umpire—P. McLaughlin.
The game at Andover, Wednesday, May 3, was a pitcher's
battle for 10 innings, and resulted in a score for Andover of 1 to
o. The fielding was good in spite of the cold weather and high
wind. No score was made until the 10th inning, when Middle-
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brook got first on an infield hit, stole second, and scored on Boles'
two-bagger.
The summary:
Phillips-Andover ...ooooooooo i—i 6 o
Bates
o o o o o o o o o o—o 2 1
Batteries, Sawyer, Wardwell and Wright; Bosworth and
Damon. Umpire—Jordan. Time—1.55.
In the game with Colby, at Waterville, Saturday, May 6,
Bates won with a score of 1 to o. Lindquist was a puzzle for
the opposing team and allowed but three hits, while he struck out
eight men.
The. summary:
BATES
Alt

R

III!

Mayo, cf

4

o

Danahy, rf
Damon, lb
Griffin, c
Linehan. If
Bassett, If
Keaney, ss
Reagan, 2b
Coady, 3b
Lindquist, p...'....

4
3
4
2
2
4
3
3
3
^2

Totals

PO

A

F.

1

o

o

o

o
o
o
o
o
o
1
o
o

o
1
1
o
o
o
2
o
o

1
11
10
o
o
2
3
o
o

o
o
1
o
o
4
3
o
5

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
3
1

1

5

2-

13

4

nil

l'O

A

E

o
2
o
o
0
o
o
o

2
o
4
2
1
14
1
o

1
3
2
2
o
o
o
5

o
1
o
1
o
o
o
o

COLBY

Sturtevant, If
Bowker, 3b
Good, c
Reed, 2b
Vail, rf
Mooers, lb
Burroughs, cf
Tibbetts, p

U'.UHIW

Ali

R

3
4
3
4
4
2
3
3

o
o
o
0
0
o
o
o
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Harlow, ss
Fitzgerald*

3
1

o
o

o
o

203
3
0

3
o

1
o

Totals
30
o
2
27
16
3
* Batted for Mooers in ninth.
Bates
o 1 o o o o o o o—1
Two-base hits—Bowker. Three-base hits—Reagan. Sacrifice hits—Good. Left on bases—Colby, 5 ; Bates, 4. Struck out
—By Lindquist 8, by Tibbetts 2. First base on balls—Off Tibbetts, off Lindquist 3. Stolen bases—Mayo 2, Coady. Balk—
Lindquist. Umpire—Carrigan, Lewiston.
Time—1.30.
Attendance—800.
The game with U. of M., on Garcelon Field, Wednesday,
May 10, was one of the most brilliant baseball victories in the
history of the college. The game was even from start to finish.
Both teams did excellent work. The fielding was admirable, as
was also the team play. Both pitchers did good work, but Stinson played his own game in the box, in his fielding, and at the
bat. His hit at the critical moment brought in the second and
final score on a timely three-bagger by Mayo. The summary:

/

BATES
AB

R

BH

PO

A

E

Mayo, cf
Danahy, rf
Damon, ib
Griffin, c
Bassett, If
Reagan, 2b
Keaney, ss
Coady, 3b
Stinson, p

3
4
3
3
3
2
3
3
3

o
o
o
o
o
o
1
o
1

1
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
1

1
o
15
5
o
2
3
o
1

o
1
o
o
o
4
3
o
7

o
o
o1
o
o
1
o
o

Totals

2J

2

2

27

15

2

U. OF M.

•

Smith, c
Scales, rf
Fulton, cf
F. Cobb, 3b

AB

R

BH

PO

A

E

4
4
4
4

o
o
o
o

o
o
o
o

10
o
o
2

2
o
o
3

1
o
o
o
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Abbott, 2b
Bearce, lb
Ryan, p
Phillips, If
H. Cobb, ss

3
2
3
3
3

i
o
o
o
o

i
o
1
o
o

2
9
o
1
o

o
o
2
o
2

o
1
o
o
o

Totals
30
1
2
24
9
2
Bates
o o o o o 2 o o x—2
U. of M
o o o o 1 o o o o—1
Two-base hits—Stinson.
Three-base hits—Mayo, Abbott.
Sacrifice hits—Bearce. Struck out—By Ryan 10, by Stinson 4.
First base on balls—Off Ryan 2. First base on errors—Bates 2,
Maine 1. Stolen bases—Mayo, Reagan, Keaney, Phillips. Umpire—Carrigan. Time—1.25. Attendance—1000.
In the game with New Hampshire State College, on Garcelon Field. Wednesday, May 17, Bates took the opportunity to try
out several pitchers and lost the game. Moore, Duvey, Bosworth, and Stinson each had a try, while Mayo was behind the
bat.. At the end of the 9th inning, the score was 6 to 6, but N.
H. managed to get in a score, thus winning the game. The
game was not cne of the championship series.
The summary:
BATES
AB

Mayo, c
Danahy, rf
Damon, lb
Griffin, cf
Linehan, cf
Bassett, If
Reagan, 2b
Keaney, ss
Coady, 3b
Moore, p
Bosworth, p
Duvey, p
Stinson, p
Totals

4
5
3
2
2
4
4
4
4
2
o
1
o
35

B

I!I[

1>0

A

E

2
1
5
3
o
o
o
3
o
o
1
o
15
1
o
o
1
1
o
I
o
1
I
o
1
o
o
1
o
o
o
1
2
4
o
o
o
1
2
1
21020
o
o
o
3
o
1
o
o
o
o
o
1
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
6

6

29

15

3

%
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N. H. STATE
AB

Brackett, ss
Kemp, cf
Swasey, lb
Welch, c
Mixer, rf
'Reanlon, If
Jones, 3b
Yakes, 2h
Stark, p

4
5
5
5
4
4
4
3
3

R

BH

10

A

E

3
4
7
3
o
1
o
o
o
1
1
2
13
o
o
o
1
5
2
1
1
1
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
1
o
o
1
o
00342
o
o
1
4
o

Totals
35
7
8* 29
14
4
*—Danahy out, bunted third strike.
Bates
1 o o 1 o o o 3 1 o—6
N. H. State ..00 1 003 1 o 1 1—7
Two-base hits—Brackett, Mixer. Sacrifice hits—Danahy,
Yakes. Struck out—By Stark 6; by Moore 3, by Bosworth, by
Duvey, by Stinson. Base on balls—Off Stark 4; off Moore 3:
by Bosworth, by Duvey, by Stinson. Base on balls—Off Stark
4; off Moore, 3; off Bosworth. Hits—Off Moore 5 in 7 innings; off Bosworth 2 in 2 innings; off Duvey 1 in 1-3 inning.
Stolen bases—Coady 3. Mayo 3, Linehan, Bassett. Reagan,
Brackett 2, Kemp, Swasey, Reardon. Double plays—Yakes and
Swasey; Brackett and Swasey; Stark and Brackett. Wild pitches
—Duvey, Stinson. Passed balls—Welch. Left on bases—Bates
6; N. H. State 7. Umpire—Daley. Time—2.10. Attendance
—500.
The game with U. of M., at Orono, Saturday, May 20, was a
pitcher's battle. The scoring was confined to the first two innings, and after that Stinson and Ryan kept the hits scattered and
neither side scored.
The summary:
M.\ INK
Smith, c
Scales, rf
Fulton, cf

BH

PO

1
o
1

6
o
2

A

E

6 •
o
o

o
o
o
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F. Cobb, 3b
Abbott, 2b
Bearce, ib
Ryan, p
Phillips, If
H. Cobb, ss
Totals

o
o
o
o
1
1

2
3
12
I
1
o

4
o
o
4
o
2

o
2
o
o
o
o

4

27

16

2

BH
2
o
o
o
o
o
2
o
o
1

1'0
o
o
1
11
9
o
2
o
1
o

A
o
o
o
o
2
o
2
2
1
1

E
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
1
I
o

BATES

Mayo, cf
Linehan, rf
Danahy, rf
Damon, ib
Griffin, c
Bassett, If
Reagan, 2b
Keaney, ss
Coady, 3b
Stinson, p

Totals
5
24
8
2
Maine
2 1 o o o o o o x—3
Bates
o 1 o o o o o o o—1
Runs made—By Smith, Fulton, Phillips, Reagan. Two-base
hit—Reagan. Three base hits— Fulton, Phillips. Stolen bases
—Fulton, F. Cobb, Mayo 2, Bassett. Bases on balls—By Ryan
2; by Stinson 2. Struck out—By Ryan 8; by Stinson 11. Passed
balls—Griffin 2. Umpire—Allen. Time—1.35.
At Medford, Tuesday, May 23, Bates lost the game to Tufts
with a score of 6 to 2. The weather was unseasonably cold, and
poor fielding was shown in consequence on both sides. With
good weather, the result might have been better for Bates.
The summary:
Tufts
00030030 x—6 7 4
Bates
000 1 0100 o—2 2 5
Batteries: Carter and Larkin; Duvey and Griffin. Umpire,
O'Reilly. Time—1.57.
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News has been received in Lewiston of the death in Boston,
May 20, of Frederick Porter Vinton, a widely known artist. It
was Mr. Vinton who painted the fine portrait of Prof. J. Y.
Stanton, which was presented to the college by the Alumni and
hangs in Coram Library.
Among the alumni who spoke at the Bates Rally on May 4,
are: Hon. Oliver B. Clason, '77; Mayor Frank A. Morey, '85;
Prof. William H. Hartshorn, '86; William F. Garcelon, '90; and
Carroll F. Beedy, '02.
1868—President George C. Chase attended the annual Peace
Conference at Mohonk Lake.
1875—Hervey C. Cowell, Principal of dishing Academy at
Ashburnham, Mass., gave an inspiring address to the Bates students after the chapel exercises on May 5.
1877—Hon. Henry W. Oakes, 77, is the Androscoggin member of the State Committee on the no-license movement. At a
meeting of the Men's League of the Court Street Free Baptist
Church of Auburn, on May 19th, he spoke ably in opposition to
license.
1882—Frank Leroy Blanchard, for twenty years identified
with New York journalism as an editor and as a specialist in
advertising, has purchased a financial interest in The Editor and
Publisher, and will hereafter be associated with it as managing
editior.
1883—Rev. William H. Barber is at present engaged in Massachusetts, doing work for the Massachusetts Bible Society.
'85—Hon. Frank A. Morey will deliver the address in Lewiston City Hall on the evening of Memorial Day.
1886—George E. Paine has been elected superintendent of
schools for the district comprising Vassalboro and China, Me.
1892—Hon. William B. Skelton of Lewiston, has resigned his
position at State Bank Examiner. During his administration
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the standard of the Maine Savings Banks has been greatly
advanced. Conservative bankers regard him as the best examiner the State has ever had, and regret having him leave the
office.
1895—Rev. and Mrs. Lester W. Pease, of Center Strafford,
New Hampshire, have a daughter. Dorothy May Pease, born on
May 6.
1897—Mrs. G. E. Sawyer is employed as substitute teacher
in the Lewiston High School for a few weeks.
*903—Robert S. Catheron, formerly of Bates, '03, has offices
at 235 Marlborough Street, Boston, where he is associated witli
S. A. Hopkins, M.D., D.D.S., one of the foremost dentists in the
country. Dr. Catheron is to spend the summer along the Labrador coast, helping Dr. Grenfell.
IN MEMORIAM

1904—The death of Perley Cole, which was mentioned in an
earlier number of the STUDENT, is the cause of grief to his friends
and sorrow to his acquaintances. He was a young man of sterling qualities, Christian character, and filial devotion, who made
the path in life in which he moved better and brighter for his
having passed that way. Tho he has gone to a higher sphere he
will still live in the thoughts of those who knew and loved him.
On behalf of the class of 1904, Bates College.
F. W. ROUNDS,
VlRABEL M0RIS0N,
JOHN

A. DAVID,

Committee.
1904—Mrs. A. K. Spofford, widow of the late Prof. Spofford.
Bates, '04, is to be employed after August 1, in the Library at
Milton, Mass.
1905—Miss Lillian M. Small, formerly of the Class of '05, is
principal of the High School at Old Orchard, Maine.
190(3—Rev. Charles E. Brooks has recently taken up his work
as pastor of the Methodist Church at Mechanic Falls, Me.
1908—John S. Carver is principal of the Aroostook Central
Institute at Mars Hill, Maine.
1909—Ralph G. Reed is principal of the High School at Marlboro, New Hampshire.
1910—Miss Gladys M. Greenleaf and Miss Nellie S. Nutting
have recently been visiting friends at Bates College.
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"Is this a time to be cloudy and sad,
When our Mother Nature laughs around;
When even the deep blue heavens look glad,
And gladness breathes from the blossoming ground?"
—Bryant.
The summer days of joy, of beauty and of rest have come.
We are all to go our separate ways for the summer months. May
each summer morning bring you all joy and every evening peace,
and may we all gain new inspiration for the next year before us.
The old story of the ambitious college girl when she returns
to her home town after graduation is told in "The Golden
Thread" in the Elmira Sibyl, yet it is told in a new way. The
story is long for the simplicity of the setting and plot, but it is
sweet and girlish throughout. "From the Window" is the best
piece of poetry in the number.
"All on a Summer Day" in the Emerson College Magazine, is
a very pleasing little fable. The love of the insects, the birds, the
toad and the flowers for a summer day is interpreted, and lastly
that of the poet. "A poet wandered down the woodpath at sunset, and he, too, sang. His song had in it the joy of the bird, the
fragrance of the rose, the color and-sparkle of sunlit wings, and
the sea-like voice of the pines; for he sang of happy youth and
constant hope; of joy born out of darkness into a world of light,
of love, which is as a light over a dark sea.
"So much was said and sung on that long, summer day; but it
was, after all, the one song, always old and always new, which
the breeze sweet with fragrance, and musical with unnumbered
'voices, bore up to the Spirit of Eternal Love."
Old Penn in two of its numbers this month conta ins an
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interesting account and pictures of "Early Landmarks of the University" and "The University, Thirty Years Ago and To-Day."
"The Early Swedish Settlements on the Delaware—Their Relation
to the University" is very interesting to a student of history.
"Rev. Collin and Rev. Girelius received honorary degrees from
this institution, making it probable that the University of Pennsylvania was the first American institution to confer an honorary
degree upon a Swedish subject." "The Religious Side of Benjamin Franklin" shows us a glimpse of the man and his attitude
toward the noblest things of life. "Franklin was no atheist or
pagan; he was a sincere believer in God. He was an independent in theology, and not at all conventional in religious usages.
His constant aim was to find the heart and essence of religion."
"Hans—a Chronicle" in the Texas Magazine, was most
enjoyable to us. The character portrayal is excellent.
We are very glad to welcome a new friend in The Mount
Holyoke. "The Magazine Stories of Fifty Years Ago" is a bright
little essay with amusing quotations from some old magazines.
After all, we can but feel that the ambitions and the hopes of those
old days were pretty nearly akin to ours, and it is as interesting as
it is surprising to see the little fads and follies of our own days
appearing in those old-time stories. The stories "Mr. Burlington,"
"The Brotherly Point of View" and "The Call of the Sea" are
very entertaining. "Gideon's Fleece" is a weird story of old
Friar Goodwin. The setting and story are mediaeval. In
"Canoeing," the rhythm is well suited to the thought; the flow
and the swing of the words suggest the sweep and the onward
dash of the canoe.
The story which appealed to us most this month is "The Shock
of Truth" in the Holy Cross Purple. It is the best written and
most beautiful in thought. The strong pathos of yearning for
the dear loved scenes that are gone from our lives always holds
us by a common bond of sympathy. The themes of the poems
are old and rather commonplace. "Sunset Reveries" is the best.
A very sweet little story of helpfulness is told by "A Jar of
Potpourri" in the Dccaturian. It tells how much happiness even
one little rose may give and closes with a saying of the old lady
to whom the rose had given joy—"After all, I believe, it's the
fragrance of our lives that counts for the most in this world."
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SPICE BOX
(Send all contribution for this page to "Ye Spyce Boxe Editor, 27^Roger
Williams Hall.)

BROTHER JIM SAYS:
CLAIR VINCENT CHESLEY,

'12

Muh brother Bob's cum home frum school,
An' talks an' acts just like a fool,
Wears britches with a four-inch cuff,
(I allus thot an inch enough).
His stockin's, Gosh, but ain't they loud,
Dad says he thinks Bob's gettin' proud.
And then his neckties, they're jest great,
They're yeller 'nd orange, green 'nd slate.
His hat, it looks like thunder tho,
It only got an inch or so
Of brim, and 'round the knock down crown
He wears the "loudest band in town."
But then ter hear him talk y'd think
He's either crazy, er in drink;
He raves 'bout "touchdowns," "goals" and "punts,'
"Grafts," "cinches," "athletic stunts."
When he explains urn all ter me
By gum, it gits me all at sea.
He talks erbout the "national game,"
(But not when Dad's 'round, all the same).
And then he's "pluggin' " for "exams,"
And tellin' us of "cribs" and "crams."
I guess he surely knows his "biz,"
(Gets most a "goose egg" every "quiz.")
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And say, he's made the "baseball squad"
(Whatever that is) and, Oh Lord,
You orter hear him tell erbout
The way the fellers sing and shout
Each time the "team" has "copped" a game.
He thinks life here is rather "tame."
He's ast us down to see him play
Ah' Dad an' I are goin' some day,
Down ter the college—durn expense!
Dad says if it costs fifty cents
We'll hev a bust, now ain't that fine!
Bob says Dad's gettin' rite in line.
An' Dad, he's tellin' how he's give
A hunderd dollers,—sure's yer live,
Ter keep Bob posted well in books;
An' he jest knows thet Bob he looks
Out sharp for money, an' don't try
Ter make the "ole man's" money fly.
I don't know much erbout these things—
'Bout "college hops" and "college sings,"
'Bout "smoke talks" and 'bout college ways,
But I'll just bet that some these days
My brother'll cum back home again
An' be among the greatest men.
I shouldn't wonder if he's 'lowed
Ter lead town meetin', an' ther crowd
Would make him constable, er clerk—
He's fit fer any er thet work,
Oh, yes, my brother Bob'll be great—
Perhaps the Guv-nor of ther state.
A certain cornetist called Clair
Once blew until quite out of air,
But he speedily ate
Up a Sophomore debate—
Xow he has to be tied to his chair.

BUSINESS DIRECTORY
Our 1910 business exceeded that of 1909 by 15 per cent.

EDUCATORS EXCHANGE
ESTABLISHED 1897

101 Tremont Street, BOSTON, MASS.
When last June Frank E. Briggs, Kowdoin, '94, then of Littleton, Mass., accepted thru
us the principalship of the Bar Harbor, Me., High School* and Charles E. Hicks, Bates, '03,
of Marlboro, N. H., the position of principal of the Sangerville, Me., High School it showed
our demand from Maine school officials for teachers was greater than our supply of candidates in Maine.
*In April Arthur H. Carver, then principal of the Bar Harbor High School, accepted
our unexpected telephone offer of a Connecticut position. In July we secured his assistant,.
Effie M. Lowe, Colby, '05, an $800 English position in Massachusetts.
Special enrollment to those who qaote this offer. See our February'ad.' Watch
our April announcement. ENROLL NOW. Circulars sent on request.

COPLEY SQUARE HOTEL
Huntlngton Avenue, Exeter and Blagden Streets

BOSTON, MASS.
Headquarters for college and school athletic teams when in Boston.
350 rooms.
200 private baths.
AMOS H. WHIPPLE, Proprietor.

IKE DUNFIELD
Agent for

Judkins' Laundry
185 Lisbon Street
Work Collected Daily
BEDFORD

CLIFTON
8% mt7B
in. high
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.*

K. E. HMRLOW

x
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In.• n>
high
7«»"

MANUFACTURING
CONFECTIONER

^e^ARROW
tKotch COLLARS
H«., 1 f or 26e. •* Clnett, Peabody <fc Co., Maker*

15 Sabattus Street

LEWISTON, MB.

R. W. Clark, **g*™*^*&*
PURE DRUGS AND MEDICINES
PRESCRIPTIONS A SPECIALTY
Also Apollo Chocolates

258 Main Street, Corner Bates

LEWISTON, MAINE

LSI

BUSINESS DIRECTORY
THE GLOBE STEAM LAUNDRY, Special Rates to College Students

A. L. PIPER
Tailor

16 Court Street
AUBURN

We hope for the pleasure of showing you our new selection of
Fancy Worsted Suitings in the new shades and styles
Fancy Worsted Trouserings for the particular dresser
Raincoatings in the new fabrics
Fancy Weave Unfinished Wprsteds black and blue
Wide-Wale and Fancy 'Weave Blue Serges

FAHEY & DeCOSTER

T. MANSFIELD

College Hair Cutting

fRtllutmj

33 Ash Street, Lewiston

63 Lisbon Street, Lewiston

CHAS. A. ABBOTT, Apothecary
FINE LINE OF

APOLLO CHOCOLATES
IN BOXES AND BULK

C. BILODEAU & CO.
A full line of the best

Corner Lisbon
and Alain Sis..
Lewiston, Me.

WALKER

Confectionery & Ice Cream

209 Main St.
SOLICITS COLLEGE BUSINESS

HOT AND COLD SODA

Confectionery, Ice Cream and Cigars

OPPOSITE

EMPIRE THEATRE

College
Gowns
and
Caps
The best workmanship at
lowest prices

SILK FACULTY GOWNS and HOODS

Cox Sons & Vining
262 Fourth Avenue, NEW YORK
Measurements taken by
WALLACE F. PRESTON, 'II, or
Miss GRACE I. PARSONS

Bates college BOOK Store
161 WOOD STREET
Text Books
Banners
Dictionaries
Pillow Tops
Note Books
Post Cards
.Stationery
Confectionery
College Paper
Ink
College Jewelry
Pencils
College Novelties, etc.
THE CROCKER FOUNTAIN PEN
Regulated, Reliable, Ready, Clean
PARKER FOUNTAIN PEN
The PEN that INKS the POINT

GEO. B. FILES, Manager

BUSINESS DIRECTORY

PLENTY
High-Toe
Black Button Boots
Walk-OVer $4.00

S. L. YOUNG
AUBURN

E. W. MERRILL

A Medical College to which
Philadelphians Point with Pride.
The city of Philadelphia has long been famous for its medical colleges and high among
these institutions is the Medico-Chirurgieal
College. This college has had a wonderful
growth, '"probably without a parallel in the
history of medical schools." Today it offers
unusual opportunities for students to prepare
themselves In Medicine, Pharmacy, Dentistry
and Pharniaceutic Chemistry.
The college is most advantageously located,
It is centrally situated and near a Large manufacturing district, where the hospital cases
are extensive and varied in character, and
afford unsurpassed clinical facilities. The
clinical amphitheatre is the largest and finest
in the world. The hospital is well equipped
and modern in every respect. There are fourteen laboratories so arranged that abundant
individual work is assured each student.
In each of the four departments degrees
are granted at the end of carefully graded
courses. Every student has the advantage of
practical instruction, free quizzes, limited
ward classes, modern seminar methods and
clinical conferences.
The faculty consists of a staff of instructors
Of pronounced ability and reputation for the
most modern methods.
The dean of each department will furnish

Informal Ion to anyone desiring it.

Apothecary

HODGDON & HALL

Successor to

Barber Shop

D. P. MOULTON

Electrical Massage and Shampooing
41 Lisbon Street, Lewiston, Me.

Lisbon Street, Cor. Pine

LEWISTON, ME.

S. A. WILDER
The Cleaner, Presser and Dyer

Agent for Taxidermist

Anna G. Ingersoll
MILLINERY

Work Called For and Delivered
College Rates $1.00 a Month

265 Lisbon St.,

Lewiston, Me.

FOUND AT LAST
A nice clean place to obtain a
GOOD HOT LUNCH

Xlie Dairy Lunch
M. E. CLEMENT, Proprietor

28 Lisbon St., Lewiston

67 Court St., Auburn

109 Lisbon Street, LEWISTON, MAINE
N. E. Telephone 679-53

STUDENTS!
Why not trade at

"The Corner"
Right Goods.

Right Prices.

W. H. TEAGUE, Registered Druggist
Cor. Ash and Park Streets

BUSINESS DIRECTORY

FOR

ATHLETIC SUPPLIES
Quality of and Durability
Shop at

WELLS', Sporting Goods
Spalding, Reach, Draper & Maynard Co., Harwood's
Base Balls,
Bats,
Mitts,
Gloves,
Protectors,
Masks,
Supporters,
Shoes,
Bases
Sweaters, Hosiery, Sundries

Uniforms

Tennis* and Golf Goods, Pennants, Banners, Megaphones, "Indian" Motorcycles
Bicycles, Tires and Supplies, Old Town Canoes, Eastman Kodaks, Edison Phonographs, Victor Talking Machines, Fishing Tackle, Hammocks, Tents and Camp
Outfits.

52 Court Street
AUBURN . ME.

WELLS

TELEPHONE

POUGHKEEPSIE FLAG CO.
ROUGH KEEPSIE,

NEW YORK

MANUFACTURERS OF

HIGH GRADE FELT FLAGS, PENNANTS, BANNERS
AND PILLOW TOPS
Represented at BATES by G. E. BRUNNER, 27 Parker Hall
ORDERS TAKEN FOR FLAGS OF OTHER COLLEGES, FRATERNITY
KMliLEMS AND ANYTHING IN THIS LINE

CORRECT ATTIRE for Young Men
If Our best advertisements are our satisfied customers.
Ask the Bates Boys about their suits tailored by
Ed. V. Price & Co., Merchant Tailor, Chicago.
We give Bates Students special discounts.
TRe BEAN BROS. CO., Agents

R. M. STROUT

74 Main Street
AUBURN

Represented at Bates by

MAINE

25 Parker Hall

BUSIXESS DIRECTORY
Work for GLOBE LAUNDRY Collected Monday, Delivered Thursday

Bates College
LEWISTON, MAINE
FACULTY OF INSTRUCTION AND GOVERNMENT
C. CHASE, D.D., L1..D.,

GEORGE

PRESIDENT

Professor of Psychology and Logic
JONATHAN

Y. STANTON, A.M., LITT.D.,
Emeritus Professor of Greek

G. JORDAN, A.M., PH.D.,
Stanley Professor of Chemistry

LYMAN

H. HARTSHORN, A.M., LITT.D.,
Professor of English Literature

WM.

A.M., D D.,
Cobb Professor of Christian Literature and Ethics

P. CARTER, A.B.,
Dean for the Women of the College and Director
in Women's Gymnasium

HESTER

JOHN

MURRAY CARROLL, A.B.,
Instructor in Argumentation and Debating

F. HARMS, A.M.,
Assistant Instructor in German

SAMUEL

R. OI.DHAM, A.M.,
Instructor in English Rhetoric and Composition

STANLEY

ALFRED WILLIAMS ANTHONY,

A.M., D.D.,
Professor of Oriental History and Religion

B. STANTON, A.B., *
Instructor in French

HAROLD

HERBERT RONELLE PURINTON,

GROSVENOR

M. ROBINSON, A.M.,
Professor of Oratory

N. LEONARD, PH.D.,
Professor of German

ARTHUR

FRED

A. KNAPP, A.M.,

FRED

E. POMEROY, A.M.,

A.B.,
Assistant in Chemical Laboratory

HENRY LESTER GERRY,

FREDERICK

R. WEYMOUTH,
Assistant in Mechanical Drawing

V. ANDREWS,
Assistant in Biological Laboratory

WALDO

Professor of Latin
GULIE

E. WYMAN,
Assistant in Latin

Professor of Biology
HALBERT

M. CHASE, A.M.,
Belcher Professor of Greek

GEORGE

WILLIAM

GEORGE

FRANK

II. BRITAN, PH.D.,
Professor of Philosophy

R. WHITEHORNE, PH.D.,
Professor of Physics
E. RAMSDELL, A.M.,
Professor of Mathematics

D. TUBBS, A.M., S.T. D.,
Professor of Geology and Astronomy

W. BRANDELLE, PH.D.,
Knowlton Professor of History and Economics

DAVID

D. PURINTON, A.B.,
Director of Physical Training and Instructor in
Physiology

WALTER

J. GRAHAM,
Assistant in English

ELISABETH

BERNT

F. INGERSOLL,
Assistant in English

O. STORDAHL,
Assistant in Elocution
G. TASKER,
Assistant in Elocution

WINIFRED

BLANCHE

W. ROBERTS, A.B.,
Librarian

MABEL

E. MARR, A.B.,
Assistant Librarian

ROYCE

ELIZABETH

D. CHASE, A.B.,
Registrar

Thorough courses (largely elective) leading to the degrees of A.B. and B.S. One hundred [and seventy
courses in all. Careful training in English Composition, Oratory and Debate. Thorough courses in Engineering and in subjects leading to these. Elective courses in Mathematics extending through the last three years.
Excellent laboratory and library facilities. Up-to-date methods in teaching Greek, Latin, French, German,
Spanish, History, Economics, Sociology and Philosophy. First-class Athletic field. Outdoor running track
and skating rink. Literary societies large and thriving. Moral and Christian influences a primary aim.
Necessary annual expenses for tuition, rooms, board, and all other College charges about two hundred
dollars a year. Steam heat and electric lights in the dormitories. Ninety-one scholarships, each paying the
tuition of a student.
For further information address the President.

Tiiii«i'itfVi*ti

BUSINESS DIRECTORY

Wtiat Profession are You Choosing?
If it is either MEDICINE, DENTISTRY, PHARMACY or CHEMISTRY,
do not fail to learn the advantages of

The Medico-Chirurgical College
OF PHILADELPHIA
It is in the City which has been and still is the American Center of Education in these Sciences.
It has Departments of and grants Degrees in all four of them. It has its own Buildings, comprising
well-planned and well-equipped Laboratories, a large and modern Hospital, and the finest clinical
Amphitheatre extant.
Its Courses in each Department are carefully graded. It has abundant and
varied Clinical Material. Its Faculties are renowned and of high Pedagogic ability. Its Training is
essentially and thoroughly practical.
Special Features are Personal Instruction and Individual Work ; Free Quizzes ; Ward Classes
limited in size: Practical Clinical Conferences; Modern and Modified Seminar Methods; Special
Lectures by eminent Authorities ; Practice and Training in Technique, etc., etc.
Write to-day to the Dean of the Department in which you are interested for announcement describing the course and containing full information as to fees. Compare the advantages this college
offers with any other before making a final decision. Seventeenth and Cherry Sts., Philadelphia, Pa.

DIEGES&CLUST
" If we made it, it's right"

Merrill & WeDDer Go.
PRINTING and

CLASS PINS

BOOKBINDING

MEDALS
FRATERNITY PINS

Facilities unsurpassed for rapid
and skillful Book and Job Work

CUPS

.S&SA&

B0ST0N MASS

-

-

88 and 92 Main St.

AUBURN

WHEN YOU THINK OF

Good Clothing & Furnishing Goods
THINK OF

C. F\ MAIINES
Successor to MAINES & BONNALLIE

The best merchandise at the least possible price.
1 We will present to each "Bates Student" a SILK "B" CHEERING FLAG complete
with case, with every purchase of $5.00 or over.

C. F. MAINES, Reliable Clothier and Furnisher

mmmmm

BUSINESS DIRECTORY

The BE5T OR NOTHING
-AT-

'BabcocX & Sharp,

Letoiston "Prescription
Store

71 Lisbon St., Under Music Hall. Telephone No. 164

MODERN SHOE REPAIRING CO.

BOWDOIN COLLEGE
MEDICAL DEPARTMENT

LETCEORGE POJTjj
All kinds of Boot, Shoe and Rubber Repairing at short notice.
Best of material
used

Geo. F. Bartlett, Prop.
Cor. Park and Main Sts., Down one Flight
Lewiston, Maine
N. E. 'Phone 103-1.

The 91st Course will begin Thursday, Oct. 13
igio ard continue until June 21, 1911.
Four courses of lectures are required of all who
matriculate as first-course students.
The courses are graded and cover Lectures, Recitations, Laboratory Work and Clinical Instruction.
The third and fourth year classes will receive their
entire instruction at Portland, where excellent clinical facilities will be afforded at the Maine General
Hospital.
For catalogue apply to
ALFRED MITCHELL, M.D., Dtatt.
BKUNSWICK, ME., 1910.

The Atwood

Dr. E. BAILEY

Lewiston, Maine

Dentist

J. F. TURNER, Proprietor

20 Lisbon Street, LEWISTON, HAINE

Eat at

5111? Mmn g>tort (£nf?

Dan Long's Restaurant

PROCTOR & SCANNELL
Proprietors

AND GROW FAT
Dan's sirloin steaks and broiled lives are
unsurpassed. Table d'Hote. The best
in Maine.
57 Lisbon Street

179 Main Street, opp. Great Department Store
Quick Lunch and Restaurant
For Ladies and Gentlemen
We carry the largest line of

FOUNTAIN PENS £A,SSiSft £l£
owing makes :
Waterman's Ideal. Paul E. Wirt and
Boston Safety

Geo. V. Turgeon & Co.

DR. JOHN P. STANLEY
Dentist
Ellard Block
178 LISBON STREET

LEWISTON, ME.

76 Lisbon St.. LEWISTON

W. L. Lothrop

Dr. Ezra H. White

DEALER IN

DENTIST

Pianos, Organs

No. 1 Lyceum Hall Block, Lisbon Street
LEWISTON, riAINE

And Musical Merchandise

Drs. W. H. Thomas and W. H. Bresnahan
can be found at Dr. White's office.

i56 Lisbon St., Odd Fellows Block
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BUSINESS DIRECTORY

Satisfaction Guaranteed
in

Suits
Shoes
Sneakers
»

SSSSESSSS3
ALLEY, FLETCHER and WOODMAN, 26-34 Parker Hall
Representing
KLEE COMPANY, New York
INTERNATIONAL TAILORING CO. New York
A. F. COX & SON, Portland, Me.

The Newton Theological Institution
The New England Baptist Seminary. Near Cambridge and Boston. Eighty-Fourth
Sear begins Sept. 23, 11)08. 10(H) Graduates. Hebrew and Greek course leads to B.I), degree,
tlier courses lead to diploma. Wide range of electives. Finest equipment for health, comfort, refinement, and inspiring study. Superior teaching Faculty. Expenses within the possibilities of every man of scholarship and industry. Scholarships offered. Special inducement to student volunteers. The Gordon School, connected with the Institution, opens its
twentieth year in Boston, October 14, 1908.

Address, President Nathan E. Wood, Newton Centre, Mass.

GEO. B.GILLESPIE, LEWISTON, MAINE, Public Carriage and Baggage Transfer
Stand at Babcock & Sharp's, 71 Lisbon St. N. E. Tel., 164.
Residence Tel., 92-2. All orders promptly attended to. Special attention given to College work, etc. Nicely equipped with rubber tires.

THE UNIVERSITY OF MAINE
^PHfifil
fiP I AW/
Maintains a three-years' course,
OVIIUVU KJr LrtW
leading to the degree of LL.B.,
The degree of LL.M. is conferred after one year's graduate work. The faculty consists of
five instructors and six special lecturers. Tuition £70.00. The case system of instruction
is used. The Moot court is a special feature. For announcements containing full information, address
WM. E. WALZ, Dean, Bangor, Me.
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O you like artistic
?

If so
give your next order to

The

JOURNAL PRINTSHOP
16 Lisbon St.

LEWISTON, MAINE

i

Phone

TWO—O

w

OKK done
when promised
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MELVIN KNIGHT, Agent for GLOBE STEAM LAUNDRY

The Quality and the Quantity
of the Dainty Delicacies of

v JHtf£j

%rxm X\\t Oktmr
\4- \*

Are Not Strained—What else can
we say ? They Speak Jor Themselves

|
# I

l

A Dainty Lunch can always be found
In Ross' various productions the Year Round

56 Elm Street

M

Lewi&on, Maine

New England Telephone 63o

'

THERE'S ALWAYS
SOMETHING NEW
At the ONE SURE PLACE
RAINCOATS $10.00 to $25.00
SUITS at the same prices
You should see our SPECIAL in both at $15.00
»>

GET THE HABIT

ft

or muniia ar

CRONIN & ROOT'S

u

